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0. Introduction 
In this paper we extend Tate’s cohomology theory for finite groups (cf. [5], Ch. 
XII) to a certain class of infinite groups. Our construction was motivated by an 
attempt to understand why Bieri-Eckmann duality fails for virtual duality groups. 
In fact the theory we construct measures this failure (cf. Theorem 2). 
We define both a homology &,(T, M) and a cohomology theory fi”(r, M’) for 
the group r with coefficients in a r-module M. These theories are defined for all 
integers n and in large positive dimensions (depending on r) agree with the 
ordinary homology and cohomology groups of r. I originally defined these theories 
only for groups r of type (VFP), but KS. Brown showed me how to extend the 
definition to encompass the larger and more natural class of groups of virtually 
fmite cohomological dimension. For virtual duality groups (e.g. finite groups), 
Theorem 1 shows that the cohomology theory can be expressed in terms of the 
homology theory. 
The major justification for this paper is the important new results of KS. Brown 
(cf. [4]). He has developed powerful techniques which relate fin(r,M) to the 
torsion in f?, in particular to the cohomology of the normalizers of the non-trivial 
finite subgroups of r. These results allow him to study important examples uch as 
the cohomology of SL@). 
I am greatly indebted to Ken Brown for his many helpful suggestions concerning 
this work. 
I. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper r will denote a grou of virtually finite cohomological 
dimension, S a subgroup of r, and vcd r the virtual cohomological dimension of r 
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CmMary 11. tf S has finite index in r” and A, B are r-modules where A is 
S-privjecti and B is Cprojecti then Ext$(A, S) uanishes for all p > 0. 
ther with Lemma 1, it sufkes to show that Ext$(A, ) 
~nd~~~d from Sk But for S-mod&s NV 
Ext$(A, ) vanishes on modules co-induced from S 
S is normal in r with finite factor group G ; for each y E f, let the coset 
element in G ; in this way, ZG is a r-module. 
is a r-module, then ZG M (with the diagonal action) is induced 
Iat, it is t%omorphic to ZT 
Roof. The map y 8x + yS QP yx (where y C r and x E M) can easily be 
extended to a IYsomorphism of ZI& M onto ZG QD M. 
~position 2. tf M is a S-projective r-module and A is a projective G-module, 
then A 3 M (with the diagonal action) is r-projectbe. 
Proof. This result follows dkctly from Lemma 4. 
Throughout this paper we UN the following conventions: chain and cochain 
complexes are graded by all integers, and if (X,, dn) is a chain complex, then 
d,,: X+ Xn-,. 
Lemma!% tf ( 9 d,) is an acyclic chain complex of projective &modules and S is 
&&on-free, then image d, is S-projective ; in particular, (X,, d,) is S-contractible. 
Praot. Let s = vcd f then S has cshomological dimension s (cf. Serre [7], p. 96 
theorem 1). Denote image d, by Km, and consider the following exact sequence of 
S-modules 
Since the Xi are projective S-modules, Km is also projective (cf. Serre [7], p. 83, 
prop. 3, and [6], p. 200, Th. 1.1). The contractibility of (X,, d,) over S now follows 
by a standard argument (cf. [5], p. 238, proof of prop. 3.1). 
Let X be an acyclic chain complex of projective r-modules, and define a 
connected exact sequence of functors F”(X; ) (from Modr to .E4) as follows: for 
each Cmodule M, F”(X; M) is the nth cohomology group of the cochain complex 
Horn&X, M). (For the definition of connecteti exact sequence of functors, see [S], 
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pp. 43 and 87.) Similarly, define F,(X; M) as the n th homology group of the chain 
complex A&-X; these also form a connected exact sequ&ce of functors. 
Propodtion 3. The functors F” (X; ) and F, (X ; ) vanish on al1 projective and 
injective f-modules. More generally, if S is torsion-free with finite index in I’, then 
these functors vanish on all modules induced from S, 
Proof. Let N be an arbitrary S-module, then by Lemma 1 it suffices to show that 
F”(X; ) vanishes on HFJ~~~&ZI”, N). By the adjoint associativity ofHorn and e, we 
have the following isor-~~orphisms 
Homr(X, HOW&W, N)) = Horn&&,-X, N) = Homs(X, N) 
(cf. [51, pa 28, prop , But by Lemma 5, Homs(X, N) is contractible. 
The proof that F,(,K; ) vanishes on modules induced from S is similar, and the 
remainder of the assertion follows directly from Proposition 1. 
The forgetful functor p from Modr to Mods is an exact functor which carries 
projective &modules to projective S-modules. 
Proposition 4. Xf X is an acyclic chain complex of projective r-modules, then the 
functors F”(oX; p) and F,(pX; p) vanish on projective r-modules. Furthermore if S 
has finite index in r, then they also vanish on injective r-modules. 
Proof. The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3. To prove 
the other, it suffices to show that these functors vanish on co-induced modules, 
since any injective module is a direct summand of a co-induced module (cf. [8], p. 
118). Observe that p maps co-induced modules to co-induced modules (cf. [S], p. 
127). Let S’ be a torsion-free subgroup with finite index in S, then Proposition 3
together with Lemma 1 complete our proof once we know that any co-induced 
module can be co-induced from S’. This can be shown as in the proof of Proposition 
1 where the corresponding statement was demonstrated for induced modules. 
Finally, we reformulate a result of Cartan-Eilenberg (cf. [S], p. 46, prop. 5.2). 
Proposition 5. Let F = {F”}, U = { Un} be connected exact sequences of functors 
and Q ' : F” -+ Us a natural transformation for some particular integer s. If U vanishes 
on projective r-modules then Q' admits a unique extension to a map @: F + U 
defined for all n G s. If F vanishes an injective r-modules then Q' admits a unique 
extension to a map Qi: F --) U defined for all n * s. Consequently, if Q' is an 
isomorphism and F, U botrt vanish on injective and projective modules, then Q ' 
admits a unique extension to an isomorphism @: F + U defined for all n. 
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2. Construction of I9 
A complete resolution for r is a pair (X, C) where X = (X,,, d,,) is an acyclic 
chain complex of projective r-modules and C = (C,, k,) is a projective resolution 
of the trivial I’-module 2 such that Xn = Cn and d,+, = k,+, for all n sufficiently 
large. 
Proposition 6. There exists a complete resolution for r. 
Proof. Let S be a torsion-free normal subgroup of r with finite factor group G 
and Y = (Y,, &) a complete resolution for the finite group G in the sense of [5], p. 
240. Recall that Y comes equipped with a factornzation of d6 as the composite of a 
G-epimorphism E: YO+Z and a G-monomorphism u: Z-, Y+ Next let (P,, kk) 
be a r-projective resolution of 2. (Here kh maps PO to 2.) Then K = image k:, 
where s = vcdr, is S-projective (cf. proof of Lemma 5). 
Define Xn = YnWs QP K and give it a I’-structure by the diagonal action, then by 
Proposition 2, (X,, d,,), where d, = dt,Bid, is an acyclic complex of projective 
r-modules. 
Forn<sdefineC,=P,andk,=k~,whilcforn~ssetC”=X,andforn>s 
let k, = d,. Finally the definition of dS is determined by the equation dS(a @ x) = 
&(a)~ where a E YO and x E K c P,-,. Then (X, C) is a complete resolution for f. 
Next we establish a type of uniqueness for complete resolutions. 
Proposition 7. Let (X, C) and (X’, C’) be two complete resolutions for r, then there 
exist chain maps f: X + X’ and g : C + C’ such that g lifts id: Z-, 25 and fn = g, for 
all n sufficiently large. Furthermore these maps are unique up to chain homotopy ; 
consequently, f and g are chain homotopy equivalences. 
Proof. The existence of g lifting id is a basic result in homological algebra (cf. [6], 
p. 87, th. 6.1). There exists an integer s such that the complexes C and C’ coincide 
with X and X’ respectively for n 2 s; define f,, = g, for n 2 s ; we wish to extend 
this definition by induction to all n so that f is a chain map. Let d and d’ denote the 
differentials in X and X’, then we inductively assume that J, has been constructed 
subject to the condition dk,l fn+! = fndn+l for all n 2 m, and must show how to 
construct fm+ so that d;f, = fm-,d,,,. Let K, = image d, and Ki= image dk, then fm 
induces a map q,,, : K,,, + KA such that cp,d, = dAfme Denote the inclusion maps of 
& into Xm_, and KA into XL by i and i’ respectively, then we must construct fm-1 
so that i’cp, = fm-, i. Since the short exact sequence 
induces the exact sequence 
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E&(X,-1, Xk.l)c-#omr (K,, X&#Homr (X,_,, XL_,) 
(where q is composition with i) and i’cp, E Homr(K,, X&i,), it suffices to show that 
E&(&-1, X&, ) vanishes, ‘which it does by Lemma 5 and Corollary 1. 
The uniqueness statement is proven similarly. 
Remark 1. The aboxe argument shows how to construct for any complete 
resolut’ion (X, C) a chain lmap fn : X, + C, with & = id for n sufficiently large which 
is unique up to homotopy, hence our definition of complete resolution is compati- 
ble with Brown’s (cf- [4]). 
Pick a complete re-solution (X, C) for I’$ and let &“(I’, ) denote the connected 
exact sequence of fl. nctors F”(X; ); by Proposition 7, I?‘(& ) is independent of
(X, C) up to canon teal isomorphism. Similarly let &(I’, ) denote the connected 
exact sequence of functors F,(X; ). By Proposition 3, &‘(I’, ) and fi=(F, ) vanish on 
all modules induced from torsion-free subgroups with finite index in I’; in 
particular, on injeckive and projective r-modules. Also fi”(r, ) and H”(r, ) are 
canonically isomorphic as connected sequences of functors for all IZ > vcd r (cf. 
proof of Prop. 6); ewise fin (I’, ) and H,(r, ) are canonically isomorphic for 
n >vcdE 
Remark 2. Proposition 5 implies these canonical identifications extend uniquely 
to maps Qi”: H”(r, )* &(I’, ) and @“: &,(I’, )-) H,,(r, ) of connected sequences 
of functors for all n. 
By Propositions 4 and 5 there is a unique map of connected sequences offunctors 
Res: &(r, )-) &‘(S, p ) such that Res is the restriction homomorphism from 
H” (r, ) to H” (S, p ) for all n > vcdr (cf. [8], p. 124), and when (r : S) is finite 
there is a unique map Cor : fib’ (S, p )+ H” (I’, ) where Cor is the corestriction 
homomorphism from H”(S,p ) to H”(I’, ) for all n >vcdr (cf. [8], p. 127). The 
composite of Cor with Res is multiplication by (I’ : S) on &‘(r, ). Similarly when 
(r : S) is finite, one constructs maps Res: a#‘, )+ &(S,p ) and 
Car: A&, (S, p )-) I% (I: ) such that their composite is multiplication by (r : S) on 
ri.(r, )* 
Remark 3. When (r: S) = 00 one can directly construct Cor: &(S,p )-&“(r, ) 
extending the classical corestriction map for n > vcd r by using a complete 
resolution for I: i do not know if this extension is still unique. 
For any r-module M, &(r, M) and &“(I’, M) are torsion groups; 
specifically, if S is torsim-free with finrte index r in r, then 
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Proof. This follows from the preceding discussion since both &(S, M) and 
fi”(S, AQ vanish. 
If r has a subgroup with finite index of type (FP) (cf. [3], 82), then we say that r 
is of type (VFP). 
Corollary 2. If r is of type (VFP) and M is finitely generated as un abelian group, 
then A”(& M) and fi,,(r. M) are finite groups. 
Proof. The complete resolution (X, C) constructed to prove Proposition6 has 
finite type if (Pm, ki) is picked to have finite type (cf. [7], p. 101, remarque), hence 
&‘(r, M) and a,,(& M) are finitely generated groups. 
Proposition 5 yields the following axiomatic description of &(r, ). 
Proposition 9. Let F” be a connected exact sequence of functors which oanish on 
projective and injective r-modules and Q': F” - H”(r, ) a natural isomorphism of 
functors for some purticular integer s > vcdr, then the composite @'Q' (cf. Remark 
2) admits a unique extension to an isomorphism W’ : F” + &(I’, ) for all n. 
There is a similar characterization of fi”(r, ). 
3. Duality 
Throughout this section r denotes a virtual duality group; i.e., it contains a 
subgroup of finite index satisfying Bieri-Eckmann duality (cf. [2]), n = vcd l-‘, and D 
denotes the r-module H” (r, W). Bieri and Eckmann show that D is a torsion-free 
abelian group (cf. [2], p. 110, th. 2.3 and p. 111), hence M + D @M is an exact 
functor from Modr to itself, where we put the diagonal action on D 8 M. Likewise 
when D is Z-free, A + Horn@, A) (with the diagonal action) is an exact functor. 
Theorem 1. ’ The connected exact sequences of functors fip(T, ) and fi,-,_@‘, D ~8 ) 
are isomorphic ior all p ; furthermore, when D is Z-free fip(T, ) and 
H * n-p-1 (r, Horn@, )) are also isomorphic. 
The proof of this result is the culmination of a line of argument which commences 
now. Let (Pi, di) be a projective resolution of finite type for the trivial r-module 
Brown has shown such a resolution always exists (cf. [3], p. 134, car. 1; also Serre 
[7], p. 101, remarque). Form the dual cochain complex (P?, dT) where PT = 
r); this complex is exact except i where its cohomology is 
ki) be a projective resolution of denote the cokernel of 
then the inclusion map of lifts to a map of complexes 
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fi:Qi+P:-r as illustrated in the following diagram 
(We define Q1 = P’: = 0 and fi = 0 for all i C 0.) 
Now let X be the mapping cone of fi indexed as follows 
then X is an .cyclic complex of projective r-modules; consider the functors 
F&,-,(X; ). (P-+ote hat Xi is a right r-module, hence our definition of FJX; ) is 
modified accordingly.) Recall that P* @A4 and Homr(P, M) are naturally 
isomorphic whien P is a finitely generated projective module and M is an arbitrary 
r-module (cf, [6], p. 147, prop. 4.2). Hence the connected exact sequences of 
functors fip(f ‘, ) and F,-&X; ) are isomorphic for p > n, and this isomorphism 
extends to all p by Propositions 3 and 9. 
To prove the first assertion of Theorem 1, it remains to show that fi(X; ) and 
fii(r, D ~9 ) are isomorphic; start with the following observation. 
Lemma 6. The connected sequerzces of functors Torr(D, ) and Hi(r, D 8 ) are 
isomorphic. 
Proof. Check that Hi(ry D @ ) satisfies the axioms which characterize Torr(D, ) 
(cf. [6], p. 162, th. 8.5). 
But for i > n, E: (X; ) and Torf(D, ) are clearly isomorphic onnected sequences 
of functors, hence composing this isomorphism with that given by Lemma 6 we 
obtain an isomorphism from K(X; ) to I;ri (I” D 6~ ) for i > n which extends to all i 
by Proposition 5, together with Lemma 3 and PrfJposition 1applied to fii (r, D Q ). 
There is a similar proof to the other assertion of Theorem 1 obtained by 
considering the functors F’(X; ). The details are left to the reader. 
. (a) There exists a long exact ses* yence 
. . .+ 
\r’fm?- , l I, j and Q) are maps of connected sequences of functors. 
b. pzv_? ere is also an exact sequence 
a...+- n-p ( 9 1) ,I 1 c- n-p-l . . . . 
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Therefore fip(lY, M) are the obstructions to r satisfying 
Bieri-Eckmann duality with respect o 1M and &,(I’, M) those to inverse duality (cf. 
[1], remark following prop. 5.3). Also the maps @ are those from Remark 2. 
Proof. While proving the preceding theorem, we constructed the short exact 
sequence of cochain complexes 
where Pz QD~, Xn-,-l @I-, and Qn-,-l QD~ on passing to cohomology give rise to the 
connected sequences of functors H*(I’, ), p(r, ), and H,-,,-,(I’, D 8 ) respectively. 
Hence the long exact sequence in cohomo*ogy determined by (*) is the one posited 
in (a) where the map j is (up to sign) the connecting homomorphism. More 
precisely, j is induced by the cochain map &,: Qn-P + Pz. 
The proof of (b) is similar and left to :he reader. 
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